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from the ceo
It’s cyclical. That is where I start when I think about
relationship abuse (intimate partner abuse) and how we
approach the work here at CORA. It requires us to think about
what happened in the previous generation, consider what is
needed in the current generation and to provide education
and messaging so the next generation rejects abuse. To this
end, CORA has taken on a year of deep reflection. We have
focused in on our core principles.
In 2021, CORA developed a Strategic Action Plan that focuses
on our core programming goals aimed at Access, Safety,
Prevention & Education, Self-Efficacy and Resiliency. We
recognize that we need a strong infrastructure to do the work,
including a prioritization on equity and inclusion, transparency
and community partnership. We see women’s rights and
human rights as the flipside of power and control dynamics –
and as long as we live in a country where it is acceptable to
determine or restrict the rights of another person, abuse will
flourish. As such, our work is about social justice. Which brings
us full circle; to produce generational change will take a
community tipping point. A shift in the social fabric such that
abuse is no longer tolerated in any shape or form.
As you read through this impact report, I hope you feel proud
and moved to support CORA in the year ahead.

Sincerely,
Karen Ferguson
Chief Executive Officer
CORA

strategic action
We have begun the work. With your partnership we can
achieve the goal: a community, a county, where every
person has the right to self-determination and where
home is a place where one is loved and supported.

Thriving after abuse
Irma* came to CORA in October 2021 to seek emotional and legal support after
experiencing intimate partner abuse by her ex-partner.
She experienced social, financial, and psychological abuse, as well as stalking and
harassment following the break-up. Not only did Irma score high on the PostTraumatic Stress Disorder Scale, she had a complex trauma history. She survived
two home explosions, sexual abuse as a child, divorce, and persistent grief over
several losses of loved ones prior to experiencing intimate partner violence. Over
time, Irma developed a history of depression and suicidality.
Still, Irma is resilient, hardworking, responsible, warm, and insightful. She came to
her sessions highly motivated to try different coping skills, and she was open to
new ways of understanding her experience.
After two months of mental health services at CORA, Irma’s symptoms improved.
Her score on the Post-Traumatic Stress Scale significantly decreased. Since, Irma
has done a lot to reprocess what she’s been through and consistently reports a
positive mood that she and others have noticed.
Most of all, Irma has reported an increased sense of safety and that she now
knows and believes she is more than good enough.
*Name changed for confidentiality.

Crisis Intervention
Successful crisis intervention is a community
effort. In partnership with San Mateo County
law enforcement, CORA provides help to
thousands of survivors in immediate need.

5,084
3,468
98%
1

Calls to CORA’s 24-hour Hotline
Referrals from Law Enforcement
Domestic violence victims who
called CORA's hotline and
completed a safety plan with
staff*

Legal
Survivors want support defending their rights
to safety for themselves and their children. Our
legal team helps by providing legal advice and
information, representation, court
accompaniment, and referrals.

1,051
2,158

Individuals who received legal services
Legal line calls responded to

housing & advocacy
Sometimes there just isn't a safe place to go to
get back on your feet. CORA provides safe
housing, resources, and skills building for
survivor clients.

42%
2

90%

Individuals provided shelter who
were children
Housing clients who exited to safe
alternate housing

mental health
When the abuse is over, the pain often isn't. If
and when they're ready, clients can utilize
mental health services that can help them
improve their mental and emotional well-being.

91%
271
266

3

Adult clients who showed a decrease in
trauma response symptoms
Received individual or family therapy
Individuals received
group therapy

prevention & community
education
The overwhelming rates of relationship abuse
are a symptom of societal views, norms, and
intergenerational nature of violence. We're
shifting norms with prevention education.

243
1,502

Hours of community education
Attendance across community
events

covid-19
During the pandemic, CORA's clients remained at the
center of our work. When our safe houses reached
maximum capacity, we made sure clients were housed
in hotels. All of CORA's legal team remained available
for in-person meetings, and CORA's other critical
services transitioned to a virtual format.

$177,039
$1,064,053

Spent on emergency housing
Spent on rental assistance

foundation support
Thank you to the our generous foundation
partners that make CORA's work possible.
Atkinson Foundation
Bella Vista Foundation
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative
Danford Fisher Foundation
George H. Sandy Foundation
Grove Foundation
Highfield Foundation
Hurlbut Johnson Foundation
Mills-Peninsula - Sutter Health
Packard Foundation
Palo Alto Community Fund
Peninsula Healthcare District

Permira Foundation COVID
Pinpoint Foundation
SAMCAR
San Bruno Community
Foundation
San Carlos Foundation
Sand Hill Foundation
Sobrato Foundation
Sunlight Giving
Sequoia Healthcare District
United Way Phase 39
Women's Foundation of CA

finance
Operating Revenue
$6,821,309

8% Interest & Investment Income
1% In-kind donations

28% Contributions

Expenses
$6,339,142

5% Fund Development
28% Management
& General

67% Program Services

63% Government Grants

finance
Assets

$9,840,307

40% Property & Equipment

31% Investments

1% Prepaid Expense

14% Grant & Accounts Receivable

13% Cash

Current Liabilities
$2,035,976

12% Accrued
Wages & Vacation

6% Accounts Payable

48% Current Portion of LTD

34% Line of Credit

1. Excluding calls that ended abruptly and anonymous calls as
they cannot be deduplicated; 475 anonymous calls resulted
in the creation of a safety plan
2. Remaining 10% of clients chose not to disclose their exit
destination. Destination is self-reported.
3. Clients who exited CORA's mental health program and
provided survey responses.

CORA provides safety, support and healing for
individuals who experience abuse in an intimate
relationship and educates the community to break the
cycle of domestic violence.
CORA's services are free.

